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Abstract Torfajökull volcano, Iceland, has not erupted since 1477. However, intense geothermal
activity, deformation, and seismicity suggest a long-lasting magmatic system. In this paper, we use
ambient noise tomography to image the magmatic system beneath Torfajökull volcano. One hundred days
of ambient noise data from 23 broadband seismometers show the consistent presence of double-frequency
microseism noise with significant power between ∼0.1 and 0.5 Hz. Beamforming results indicate
microseism noise with persistent higher energy propagating from west and SE directions and apparent
velocities below 3 km/s. We use ambient noise seismic interferometry to retrieve Rayleigh waves, and we
introduce a method to estimate the reliability of the retrieved surface waves. We find stable estimation of
surface wave phase velocities between 0.16 and 0.38 Hz. Azimuthal velocity variations show a trend of
higher velocities in the NE/SW direction, the strike of the rift zone intersecting Torfajökull, and orientation
of erupted lavas on a NE-SW fissure swarm. Tomographic results indicate low-velocity anomalies beneath
the volcano caldera (between −5% and −10%) and even lower velocity variations in the southeast and
southwest study area (below −10%), outside the volcano caldera. Low anomalies may indicate the existence
of hot material, more prominent outside the caldera outskirts. High-velocity variations (between 5% and
10%) outline the volcano caldera between 4- and 5-km depth andmore pronounced velocities (between 10%
and 15%) up to 5-km depth in the north of the volcano caldera. We interpret the former as possible caldera
collapse structure and the latest as solidified intrusive magma from the old preferred magma paths.
PlainLanguage Summary Magmatic plumbing systems' characterization is one of the pillars
for predicting volcanic eruptions. While most of the active volcanoes are being currently monitored, less is
known about volcanoes that had not erupted recently. Torfajökull volcano, Iceland, has not erupted since
1477. However, intense geothermal activity, deformation, and seismicity suggest a long-lasting magmatic
system. We use ambient noise to produce a tomographic image of the magmatic system beneath Torfajökull
volcano. This technique allows us to detect velocity variations/contrasts due to changes in composition,
density, temperature, or pressure in the subsurface.We identify high-velocity variations outlining the
volcano caldera between 4- and 5-km depth and more pronounced high-velocities at shallower depths in
the north of the volcano caldera. We interpret the former as possible caldera collapse structure and the
latest as solidified (and dense) intrusive magma from the old preferred magma paths. The tomographic
results also indicate low-velocity anomalies beneath the volcano caldera and even lower-velocity variations
in the southeast and southwest study area, outside the volcano caldera. The most prominent low-velocity
features are located outside the volcano caldera outskirts. These low anomalies, or deceleration areas of
wave velocity, may indicate the existence of hot material (molten or partially molten rock).
1. Introduction
Torfajökull has a unique location among Icelandic volcanoes. The volcano lies at the intersection of the rift
zone, the extension of theMid-Atlantic Ridge over Iceland propagating at∼19.8mm/year (Sella et al., 2002),
and the transform zone that connects to Reykjanes Peninsula/ridge (Figure 1a). Located at a neovolcanic
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Figure 1. (a) Map of Iceland with tectonic features. The neovolcanic zones, areas with active spreading and plate growth, are identified along with their set of
volcanic systems (fissure swarms and central volcano or both) outlined in gray (Einarsson & Saemundsson, 1987). Red dashed lines locate the plate boundary,
and black lines locate transform fault systems. Colored dots represent the depths of earthquakes recorded since 1995 delineating the rift and the transform
zones (note that depths over the sea areas are not well constrained). In the map are also identified the North Volcanic Zone (NVZ), the Western Volcanic Zone
(WVZ), the Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ), and the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ). The box in south central of the map locates Torfajökull volcanic system at
the intersection of the SISZ and EVZ, immediately north of Katla volcano. The arrows show the full spreading rate of the north American plate (mm/yr) and
direction estimated from the REVEL plate motion model (Sella et al., 2002) relative to stable Eurasia. (b) Location of Torfajökull and neighboring volcanoes
(square of (a) zoomed in). Black circles and squares locate the seismic network deployed in 2005. Colored squares around station names identify the stations
plotted in Figure 2.
area of the Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ), Torfajökull has, as direct neighbors, Hekla volcano to the west and
Katla volcano to the south, which are among the top three most active Icelandic volcanoes (Figure 1b).
Torfajökull is the largest silicic volcanic center in Iceland withmost of its rhyolitic lava flows having erupted
subglacially (Tuffen, 2007). Two small ice caps partially cover the southeastern part of the large caldera of
about 18 × 12 km. The caldera is cut by fissure swarms stretching to the NE and SW of the central volcano
(Soosalu et al., 2006), and it is thought that the caldera collapsed after one or more eruptions, following
which it was partially filled in by younger extrusives (Gunnarsson et al., 1998). These younger extrusives
involve basaltic magmas mixing events (Blake, 1984; McGarvie, 1984) formed after the tholeiitic basalts
are argued to enter into the Torfajökull's silicic center, by lateral propagation, through the fissure swarm of
Veidivötn's (Bardarbunga) volcanic system (identified in Figure 1a as EVZ).
Despite Torfajökull's infrequent eruptions, only two in the last 1,200 years, ongoing seismicity, deformation,
and geothermal activity within its caldera indicate the continued presence of a still hot magma chamber.
Low-frequency earthquakes (1–3 Hz with magnitude <2) argued to be related with active magma move-
ments are detected only at the southeast part of the caldera, extending downward to about 15-km depth
(Brandsdóttir&Einarsson, 1992; Soosalu&Einarsson, 2004). The epicentral area of the low-frequency earth-
quakes coincides with the area of highest temperature geothermal activity (> 340◦C; Bjarnason & Ólafsson,
2000). At the western part of the caldera, high-frequency earthquakes (4–10 Hz with magnitude < 3), are
located beneath the most recent eruptive sites; these earthquakes have been related to a brittle failure of
the volcanic edifice (Einarsson, 1991; Lippitsch et al., 2005; Soosalu & Einarsson, 1997). Seismicity stud-
ies reveal a spherical aseismic volume (void of earthquakes) with center at 8-km depth and a diameter of
4 km (Soosalu & Einarsson, 1997, 2004) interpreted as a cooling, mostly solidified, magma volume. Geode-
tic studies show vertical deflation of ∼12 mm/year in the west part of the volcano caldera (Scheiber-Enslin
et al., 2011), also suggesting a magma chamber contracting due to a decrease of temperature.
While most of the cited deformation and seismic studies indicate the presence of a hot magma chamber
feeding Torfajökull's geothermal area, one of the largest in Iceland, no seismic imaging study has been per-
formed to confirm or contradict previous observations. Torfajökull's restlessness, the extensive area of high
temperatures, and peculiar tectonic setting are ingredients for a potential eruption. Insights on Torfajokull's
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magmatic plumbing system could be obtained from seismic imaging. An attractive alternative to the expen-
sive active-source reflection seismics and to the nonoptimal spatial distribution of events for earthquake
tomography is seismic interferometry (SI) with ambient noise (e.g., Draganov et al., 2007; Larose et al., 2005;
Roux et al., 2005; Ruigrok et al., 2011; Shapiro & Campillo, 2004; Sabra et al., 2005a; Shapiro et al., 2005).
The concept of SI was first proposed in the exploration community for 1-D media (Claerbout, 1968) and
later extended for arbitrarily heterogeneous 3-D media (Wapenaar, 2004). From the wide range of SI appli-
cations, a very popular application is the retrieval of surface waves from cross correlation of ambient noise.
SI with ambient noise for retrieval of surface waves is considered consistent with the spatial autocorrela-
tion method (Aki, 1957, 1965) as shown by Yokoi and Margaryan (2008). The comparative study of the two
approaches by Tsai and Moschetti (2010) also suggests that the results from each technique can be used
in the other. The subsequent application of SI, tomographic inversion to obtain phase velocity maps, and
the frequency-to-depth inversion is called ambient noise tomography (ANT). This results in a 3-D veloc-
ity model. ANT has been used to image the Earth's subsurface over large areas (e.g., Bensen et al., 2008;
Kang & Shin, 2006; Sabra et al., 2005b; Villasenor et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2006), and on a
local scale to image volcanic magmatic systems (e.g., Brenguier et al., 2007; Behr et al., 2011; Jaxybulatov
et al., 2014; Luzón et al., 2011; Masterlark et al., 2010; Mordret et al., 2014; Nagaoka et al., 2012; Stankiewicz
et al., 2010; Villagómez et al., 2011).
In this paper, we create the first image of Torfajökull's magmatic plumbing system with ANT. With the
present study we aim at imaging Torfajokull's subsurface to understand if there are low-velocity zones
beneath or outside the volcano caldera as result of an existing (molten or partially molten) magma chamber.
Given the relatively short time acquisition of the seismic network for passive seismic purposes, we follow
a methodology that aims at retrieving accurate surface wave phase velocity estimations for tomographic
inversion, as well as to control the quality of the inversion results.
2. Retrieval of SurfaceWaves FromAmbient Noise
2.1. Preprocessing of the Ambient Noise
We used 22 out of the 30 Güralp 6TD seismometers initially installed around and inside Torfajökull caldera
(Figure 2 Soosalu et al., 2006) in the summer of 2005 (station coordinates and gathered data listed in the
supporting information). Even though most of the seismometers were reported to have 100% data recovery,
7 out of the 30 stations had intermittent operation periods (starting and stopping at irregular intervals), and
were reported to have GPS clock timing errors. At a later stage, we also excluded station STRU from our
processing because of unreliable cross correlations. Therefore, to avoid gaps during data acquisition, we use
the vertical component of the 22 selected stations simultaneously recording noise during a period of 100
days (approximately 14 weeks from 19 June till 27 September).
After the data acquisition, we preprocessed the recorded noise to prepare the waveforms for retrieval of
surfacewaves by SI (Bensen et al., 2007) to e.g., remove trends, eliminate instrumental irregularities and thus
to enhance the broadband character of the noise, and to suppress strong transient arrivals. The instruments
have a sampling rate of 50 samples per second, thus, recording ambient noise up to 25 Hz. We remove the
instrument response by complex deconvolution for all three components of the displacement to flatten the
response down to 0.1 Hz.
We use time-domain normalization to down-weight high-amplitude arrivals (nuisance sources) in a contin-
uous record by homogenizing the amplitudes over a predefinedwindow length. The running-absolute-mean
normalization described in Bensen et al. (2007), computes a running average of the absolute value of the
waveform in a normalization time window. This normalized time window has a fixed duration of 2 s and
weights the waveform at the center of the window by the inverse of the running average. The last step of the
preprocessing is spectral normalization (or whitening) with the goal of broadening the ambient noise band
for the cross correlations. The whitening is implemented through running-absolute-mean normalization in
the frequency domain, with a window of 0.5 Hz.
2.2. Frequency Selection
2.2.1. Power Spectral Density
To select the bandwidth of the microseisms, we analyze the power spectral density (PSD) of the recorded
signal, which shows where the average power is distributed as a function of frequency. We compare the
measurements on stations spatially well spread over the seismic netwok with global measurements of
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Figure 2. Variation of the power spectral density at the different selected
stations for the day 220 (for station locations see Figure 1). Orange to red
colors represent the northernmost stations. The stations located in the
middle of the array are shown in green and the southernmost stations in
blue, respectively. The black lines show the lower and upper limits given by
the NLNM and NHNMmodels. NLNM = New Low Noise Model; NHNM =
New High Noise Model.
ambient noise. We compute the PSD of the selected stations and compare
the PSD with the models obtained by Peterson (1993), the NLNM (New
Low Noise Model) and NHNM (New High Noise Model). Figure 2 shows
the variation of the amplitudes in different frequency bands for nine sta-
tions on the edges and one in the middle of the seismic network for the
day 221 of the year.
The PSD of all the analyzed stations follows the same trend as themodels
except for frequencies below 0.1 Hz, at which frequency the instruments
rapidly lose their sensitivity. The recorded noise is closer to the NHNM
indicating that the area is dominated by a high-noise level within almost
all frequencies, as would be expected given the proximity to the ocean.
The amplitudes between 0.1 and 1Hz follow theNLNMandNHNMmod-
els trend, reaching a higher power spectrumpeak at the double-frequency
microseism (Haubrich et al., 1963). Substantial changes in the amplitude
values of particular stations occur close to 1 Hz and above. Two stations
(TORF and THRA) reach a peak of noise around 2Hzwhich could be due
to local geological features, perhaps connected with the local history of
volcanic activity. From approximately 8Hz to themaximum recorded fre-
quency (25 Hz), stations DOMA, KRAK, and RAFF exhibit higher levels
of energy. At station DOMA this is probably related to car traffic given the
proximity to local roads. At stations KRAK and RAFF it might be caused
by earthquakes, which are not included in the NHNMmodel.
2.2.2. SpectrogramAnalysis
For an overview of the distribution of the noise in frequency and time,
we compute the PSD of the whole time period for one station located in
the center of the array (station JOKU). We divide the selected time period into windows of 5 min and then
compute the PSD using the ensemble average for different segments of 11 shorter time windows. The spec-
trogram for JOKU station is shown in Figure 3. We identify two bandwidths: one between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz
(the band) and the other between 10 and 25 Hz that exhibit a consistent presence of high-amplitude noise
Figure 3. Spectrogram for JOKU station for the whole recording period (100 days) after removing the instrument
response. We recognize three frequency bands with higher power identified by the horizontal black lines. Hours
without data result in vertical blue lines spanning the entire frequency range.
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Figure 4. (a) Combinations of all station pairs for retrieval of surface wave arrivals. (b) The retrieved surface wave
arrivals at positive and negative times in the frequency band between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz. The abscissa represents the
station pair distance considering R the vector of distances between each station pair sorted by its magnitude. The
ordinate represents the time, positive and negative according to the direction of surface wave propagation. (c, d, and e)
The retrieved surface wave arrivals separated into three narrow frequency bands centered around 0.14, 0.28, and 0.38
Hz, respectively.
throughout the recording period. There is a third frequency band between 2.0 and 2.5Hzwhich shows steady
noise presence but with lower amplitudes.
We select the frequency band between 0.1 and 0.4Hz not only because of its high PSD, but also because of the
depth range of the surface waves to which these frequencies are sensitive. Within this frequency band, it is
clear that the energy levels are significant. However, in time, the power does not always reach the upper and
lower limits of this frequency band (close to 0.1 and 0.4 Hz), especially during the first half of the recording
period. This means that the frequencies at the edge of the bandwidth might not have enough energy to
retrieve acceptable surfacewaves. Nevertheless, at this selection stage, we aremore permissive, andwe select
a frequency band comprising the detected limits of high energy. In the second half of the recording time
period (from 20 August onward) the power is much higher than during the first half, most likely due to an
increase of storms in the ocean, leading to an increase of microseism generation near the seabed.
2.3. Cross Correlation and Temporal Stacking
SI by cross correlation of the microseisms recorded at two stations aims at retrieving the coherent wave-
field between this station pair. The collection of such retrieved wavefields between the different station pairs
allows us to characterize properties of themedium between station pairs. By cross-correlating seismic obser-
vations at two receiver locations (e.g., xA and xB), we obtain a response at one of those receivers, xB, as if
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Figure 5. Beamforming analysis as a function of back azimuth and apparent velocity for approximately 100 days over
the entire seismic network using a narrower frequency band (between 0.15 and 0.25 Hz). (a) Interpolation of the
primary sources as a function of back azimuth and ray parameter. (b) Primary and secondary sources as a function of
back azimuth and ray parameter.
there were a source at the other receiver xA; this process is also called Green's function retrieval (Wapenaar,
2004). If we integrate over all sources along an integration boundary 𝜕D, we will retrieve the Green's func-
tion G(xB, xA, t) and its time-reversed version G(xB, xA, − t). The Green's function contains the direct wave
but also scattered waves (Wapenaar & Fokkema, 2006). This relation is given by the following equation:
G(xB, xA, t) − G(xB, xA,−t) ∝
− ddt
(
∮
𝜕D
G(xB, x,−t) ∗ G(xA, x, t)d2x
)
,
(1)
where G(xB, xA, t) represent the Green's function between xB and xA (where t denotes time), while
G(xB, xA, − t) is its time-reversed version. On the right-hand side, the equation shows the cross correlations
of wavefield observations at xA and xB integrated along sources at x along 𝜕D. In the equation ∗ denotes the
temporal convolution.
To retrieve the surface wave part of the Green's function, we bandpass filter the microseisms (from 0.1 to 0.4
Hz) of the ambient noise recorded during the selected 100 days, divide the ambient noise recorded at each
station in portions of 1 hr and cross-correlate those portions for each station pair combinations. To recover
the ballistic surface waves (BSW), we cross-correlate the vertical components of the station pairs, average
the cross-correlated results over a long time period, and then we take the time derivative multiplied by −1
(equation (1)). In total, we apply SI to 253 station pairs (see Figure 4a).
We average (sum) the 1-hr correlations over the chosen 100 days of recordings. What we gain by the time
averaging/stacking is a convergence of the retrieved signal to the surface wave part of the Green's function.
In Figure 4b we see the results of averaging 100 days of cross correlations as a function of receiver-pair
distance at positive and negative correlated lags. Each of the vertical lines corresponds to a retrieved trace
between a certain station pair (Figure 4a).
The retrieval at positive times is an estimation of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave, whereas the result
at negative times is an estimate of its time-reversed variant (Bensen et al., 2007). The arrivals at positive and
negative time lags are not symmetrical indicating that the illumination is not isotropic: the illumination
from one station to another is not the same as in the opposite direction. Figures 4c–4e show the retrieved
Green's functions, band-pass filtered in narrower bands centered at 0.14, 0.28, and 0.38 Hz, respectively. The
plots show well-retrieved results; however, for short intrastation distances, the retrieved arrivals at positive
and negative time lags start interfering, resulting in less precise surface wave arrivals. We take this into
consideration later when extracting the traveltimes from these waveforms.
2.4. Direction and Slowness of theMicroseismNoise
SI requires an isotropic distribution of the illuminating sources to retrieve the complete Green's function
(Roux et al., 2005; Weaver & Lobkis, 2004; Wapenaar, 2004). However, noise sources such as microseisms
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Figure 6. Frequency-wave number amplitude spectrum of the retrieved
surface waves (Figure 4b). The black dots denote the wave number with the
maximum amplitude picked for each frequency. The picked wave
number-frequency function is used to derive an average dispersion curve
over the array.
are usually characterized by a preferential source locations (Bromirski &
Duennebier, 2002). We apply a beamforming analysis to determine the
azimuthal distribution of the noise sources and also the apparent veloc-
ity of the microseisms surface wave noise. Whenever there is a lack of
microseism noise traveling in that particular azimuthal direction, the
beamforming results can additionally be used to discard station pairs
oriented in the direction of erroneous retrieved BSW.
We apply beamforming directly to the stack of cross correlations over the
entire 100-day period (Figure 5a).
The procedure for the beamforming can be found in, for example,
Gerstoft and Tanimoto (2007), Lacoss et al. (1969), Rost and Thomas
(2002), and Tanimoto and Prindle (2007), and the cross-correlation beam-
forming procedure is described by Ruigrok et al. (2017). The beam power
results show the directionality of stronger noise sources, which are cen-
tered around the west and southeast (Figure 5a), traveling with apparent
velocities near 2.8 km/s. When selecting the primary and secondary peak
after beamforming of 1-day recordings (Figure 5b), we also found weaker
sources. We identify predominant directions from back azimuth inter-
vals within ∼ 15–35◦,∼ 60–75◦, ∼ 90–180◦, and ∼ 210–300◦, showing
roughly that nomicroseismnoise is coming fromdirections between 300◦
and 15◦. This shows anisotropic noise distribution, which means that for
some station pairs reliable BSWwould be retrieved only at positive or only
at negative times. In Figure 5a there seems to be an illumination hole between∼ 210◦ and∼ 220◦. However,
Figure 5b shows that weaker sources are still covering these azimuths. We detect sufficient illumination,
meaning that the BSWwould be retrieved at both positive and negative times, or at least at one of the times,
which can then be used as well. For this reason, after the beamforming analysis, we do not to exclude any
station pair for the dispersion-curve extraction.
As Iceland is an island, it is expected to have oceanwaves coming from all directions; however, storms, espe-
cially west and southeast of Iceland, could result in microseism noise predominantly from these directions.
The sources of more powerful noise fromwesterly direction are likely to be related to the polar air effect over
the ocean originating in Greenland (Båth, 1953) and eventually storms betweenGreenland and Iceland. The
source of noise arriving from the southeast can be related to depressions heading for NW Europe. In both
cases, the estimated directions of stronger microseism noise are consistent with the noise source locations
from Stutzmann et al. (2012) for the period band 5–7 s of data acquired during summertime.
3. Velocity Variations at Depth From SurfaceWaves
3.1. Average Dispersion Curve
The average dispersion curve is estimated from the time-distance slope of the retrieved BSWs. The average
phase velocity (c(f)) could be found in the time-space domain by filtering the data in a narrow band around
f and picking a best fitting line through the BSW's and determine its slope: c(f) = dR∕dt, where R is the
receiver-pair distance. A more robust implementation is achieved in the wave number-frequency domain,
where the phase velocity is estimated from the frequency-wave number slope: c(f) = f∕k(f), where k(f) is
the wave number function describing the BSWs.
The picking in the wave number-frequency domain follows the approach of the multichannel surface wave
method (MASW) of Park et al. (1998, 1999). In this approach, the dispersion curve (phase velocity as a func-
tion of frequency) is extracted from the amplitude spectrum preserving the information about the phase
spectrum (dispersion properties). Implementing a multichannel analysis has several advantages, mainly in
effectively identifying noise that contaminates the estimation of fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave disper-
sion (higher-mode Rayleigh waves, refracted and reflected body waves, scattered and non–source-generated
surface waves).
From the retrieved BSWs (Figure 4b), we take either the positive times, or the time-reversed negative times,
dependent on the side with the highest signal-to-noise ratio. The resulting panel is transformed to the wave
number-frequency domain. Figure 6 shows the amplitude spectrum.
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Figure 7. Average phase velocities over the seismic network. The dashed
and continuous black lines are phase velocities from pickings in frequency
and time domain, respectively. Colored lines are the phase velocity
dispersion curves of three random station pairs.
For each frequency, the wave number with the maximum amplitude
is picked, yielding the function k(f) and the dispersion curve (c(f) =
f∕k(f)). Figure 7 shows the phase velocity dispersion curves for a three
station pairs (colored lines). The black lines are the average disper-
sion as found by averaging over all station pair paths. Both the average
dispersion as estimated in the time domain (black continuous line in
figure) and the average dispersion as estimated in the frequency-wave
number domain (black dashed line) show similar velocity variations.
Moreover, the first-order similarity of both dispersion curves shows
that the phase-correction term we use for the time-domain picks is a
fair estimation.
The amplitude spectrum is not affected much by aliasing. Using 232 sta-
tion pairswithmaximumstation pair distanceRmax andminimumstation
pair distance Rmin, the average spacing between subsequent station pairs
is dR = (Rmax − Rmin)∕231 = 153 m. This spacing yields the following
approximate Nyquist wave number: kNY = 1∕(2dR) = 0.0032 m−1. kNY
is significantly larger than the extent of the wave number axis in Figure 6.
However, the irregularity in station-distance distribution does result in
spurious mappings of the BSWs to the frequency-wave number domain.
In Figure 6, the aliased-like features can be identified as low-amplitude
frequency-shifted repetitions of k(f). There are no indications of higher
modes or retrievals other than surface waves that are consistent over the
entire array.
3.2. Path Dispersion
In the time domain, we extract the dispersion curve averaged over the paths connecting the different sta-
tion pairs. The picks in the time-domain are performed in narrow frequency bands, between 0.12 and 0.44
Hz, with steps of 0.02 Hz. Assuming the filtered response to be monochromatic with frequency fi (where
i 𝜖 [0.12, 0.4] with the defined 0.02 step), the time domain BSW is written as a phase-shifted cosine:
u(t, 𝑓i) = cos(2𝜋𝑓it − 2𝜋R∕c−𝜙VS), (2)
where R is the distance between the two receivers, c(fi) is the phase velocity and 𝜙VS is the phase term of the
virtual source.
The phase shift is composed of a distance term 2𝜋R∕c and a source term 𝜙VS. For perfect illumination,
the phase of the virtual source (reconstructed source) is 𝜋4 . This additional phase term stems from the
two-dimensional wave propagation of surface waves. For imperfect illumination and/or additional interfer-
encewith spurious terms,𝜙VS will be frequency dependent deviation from
𝜋
4 . Lin et al. (2008) introduced the
parameter 𝜆 to express the phase deviation due to imperfections and coined it the source phase ambiguity.
𝜆 and 𝜙VS are related as 𝜙VS = 𝜋∕4 + 𝜆. In this manuscript, we use the symbol 𝜆 to refer to wavelength.
Isolating the phase velocity from expression 2 yields
c(𝑓i) =
R
t(𝑓i)−𝜙VS∕(2𝜋𝑓i)
. (3)
Hence, we estimate the dispersion curve by first picking t(fi) from the bandpass filtered BSW's and
subsequently correcting for the virtual-source phase term.
To pick t(fi), we use the guidance from the average phase velocities using theMASWalgorithm to circumvent
timing mismatches due to the interference of retrieved arrivals at positive and negative times and to avoid
picking at an incorrect cycle. Figure 8 (top row) shows examples of retrieved BSWs bandpass frequency fil-
tered using narrow bands around fi. Due to the narrow band remaining, the signal is still somewhat localized
in time. For most frequencies and station pairs, t(fi) corresponds with tmax(fi), the time at which the maxi-
mum amplitude occurs. However, sometimes a velocity closer to the MASW estimate is obtained by picking
the next cycle: t(fi) = tmax(fi) + 1∕fi. In theory, also the cycle before tmax could lead to a velocity closer to
the MASW estimate. This case does not occur for this data set probably related to the fact that reducing t(fi)
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Figure 8. (top row) Traveltime picking for the frequency values 0.14, 0.28, and 0.38 Hz. The color bar indicates the coherence of the retrieved surface waves,
and the black dots are the actual pickings. (bottom row) Final velocity values obtained from the picked times. We select for the tomographic inversion only
those values that fall inside the 2𝜎 interval (gray zone) from the mean value (the blue line).
in equation (3) leads to significantly higher velocities for the small station distances involved in this data set
(R < 40 km). The traveltime picks are made after taking the time derivative of the cross correlations mul-
tiplied by −1 (equation (1)). This differentiation is required to interpret the interferometric result as part of
a Green's form.
The quality of the retrieved BSW degrades when the interstation distances (R) are too short or too long
(Figure 4). For short distances there is interference between acausal and causal times and therefore we
cannot pick accurate timing. Some authors define thisminimumdistance as 3𝜆𝑓i (Bensen et al., 2007), others
as 2𝜆𝑓i (Shapiro et al., 2005). At larger distances, especially when the wavelength of the surface wave is
shorter, direct waves start interfering with scattered waves. The maximum distance between station pairs
should also be set, as such scattered-wave arrivals complicate the pickings of BSW at larger distances. The
thresholdsweuse to discard station pairs based on theminimumandmaximum interstation distances (Ri,min
and Ri,max) are, respectively:
Ri,min =
2
3𝜆i,0, (4)
Ri,max = 2.8𝜆i,0, with 𝜆i,0 =
vi,0
𝑓i
(5)
where 0.12 <= fi <= 0.4 Hz with a step of 0.02 Hz, vi,0 is the average reference velocity for each frequency
value, and 𝜆i,0 is the wavelength obtained from the average velocity, per frequency value. Here, we are less
conservative in defining the minimum distance than previous studies. However, we select only retrieved
surface waves with high SNR and no serious interference to allow accurate traveltime picking. The maxi-
mum distance was defined empirically by visual inspection of the distance where a clear identification of
the direct wave becomes problematic. We select either the causal or acausal side, based on the side with
the highest amplitudes. We make this choice before taking the time derivative of the retrieved SI results
multiplied by −1.
In our data set, we restrict the path dispersion estimation to waves that travel in less than three cycles from
source to receiver (equation (5)). With this restriction, it is unlikely that a wrong cycle is chosen when using
theMASWvelocity as a guide. For data sets with larger station distances and/or for higher frequencies, there
is a risk of underestimating or overestimating the path dispersion if our approach would be used.
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Figure 9. (a) Estimated phase term of the virtual source (𝜙VS) per frequency. The phase term of the virtual-source
values are close to 𝜋4 . Frequencies 0.3 and 0.32 Hz show the second highest variation from the expected
𝜋
4 value.
(b) Number of raypaths per frequency. The lowest number of raypaths is, as expected, at the limits of the frequency
band from 0.12 to 0.44 Hz.
Finally, we do an additional outlier check as a way to determine outliers that are caused by poorly retrieved
fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave or by an interference of retrieved fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves
with other retrieved waves. While picking the traveltimes, we discard values falling outside the 2𝜎 deviation
from the mean. In Figure 8 (top row) we show the picked points (on either the causal or time-reversed
acausal interferometric result) for the different station pairs for the same three frequency values shown in
Figure 4. In Figure 8 (bottom row) we show the picked traveltime values converted into velocities using the
intrastation distances. Below each picked point figure, we show the corresponding 2𝜎 confidence interval
around themean velocity value per frequency band. After removing the outliers and applying the correction
with the theoretical value of 𝜋∕4, we obtain a dispersion curve for each station pair.
3.3. Source Phase Estimation
As a quality measure of the illumination, we make an estimate of the frequency-dependence of the
virtual-source phase term 𝜙VS(fi) (equation (2)). For a given frequency fi, we plot the traveltime picks t(fi)
for multiple station pairs as a function of distance and fit a linear function through the points. From the
intersection of this line with the time axis to(fi) we estimate the average virtual-source phase term:
𝜙VS = 2𝜋𝑓ito. (6)
Phase values closer to 𝜋∕4 indicate a higher quality of the retrieved surface waves and time picking for the
respective frequency. In Figure 9 we show the estimated virtual-source phase per frequency (a) as well as
the number of raypaths per frequency (b). The latter parameter is largely governed by the wavelength-based
thresholds (equations (4) and (5)). By analyzing the two graphs, we can see that 𝜙VS for 0.12 Hz is more than
double the expected value. For 0.4 Hz the number of raypaths starts to decrease, and to be conservative at
the limits of the frequencies, so we decided to select a narrower frequency band of the picked traveltimes,
0.16 ≤ fi ≤ 0.38 Hz, in the subsequent tomographic analysis.
Lin et al. (2008) describe an alternative way to estimate the source phase 𝜆 = 𝜙VS(fi) − 𝜋∕4. Their method
is based on comparisons of traveltimes of station triples that are nearly aligned along the same great circle.
The advantage of our method is that such station triples do not need to be present. Our method can be
implemented for more arbitrarily array configurations. The requirement, though, is that for one fi enough
station pairs are present to confidently fit a time-distance curve.
3.4. Azimuthal Velocity Variations
Using the estimated traveltimes, we check the azimuthal velocity variations to identify trends or possible
inconsistencies of estimated velocities in frequency and direction. Figure 10 depicts the derived azimuthal
velocity variation. There is a trend, over the complete frequency range, of the highest speeds being near
40◦ and near 220◦. The lowest velocities are between 100◦ and 170◦. Note that these azimuths are close to
the ranges where we had lower illumination (section 2.4) due to weaker sources (Figure 5b). Nevertheless,
because the source-phase estimation indicates that there was sufficient illumination (section 3.3), it is more
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Figure 10. Variation of the phase velocity with azimuth and frequency.
likely that possible anisotropy causes the azimuthal dependence in the
velocities. The inferred fast axis (30◦) corresponds well with the strike of
the rifting aswell as to the orientation of erupted lavas on aNE-SW fissure
swarm (Ivarsson, 1992).
4. Tomography
To constrain the geometry and location of the magma system beneath
Torfajökull volcano,we invert the traveltimes between each station pair to
estimate surface wave velocity variations. The following forward problem
is inverted:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
tt1
tt2
⋮
ttn−1
ttn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
s1
s2
⋮
sn−1
sn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
T
.
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
l1,1 l1,2 … l1,𝑗−1 l1,𝑗
l2,1 l2,2 … l2,𝑗−1 l2,𝑗
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
lk−1,1 lk−1,2 … lk−1,𝑗−1 lk−1,𝑗
lk,1 lk,2 … lk,𝑗−1 lk,𝑗
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(7)
where ttn (n = 1, ..,N) are the traveltimes previously determined for each
ray, lk,j (k = 1, ..,N; j = 1, ..,M) is a matrix of the path length of the kth
ray in the jth grid cell.
This problem formulation is solved in a linear least squares context df = G·m + e, where df is the traveltime
vector per frequency, G is the design matrix relating slowness with the traveltimes, m contains the model
parameters, and e is the noise contaminating the measurements. For each frequency value, we built the
N × M design matrix G (of full rank equal to N), where N represents the number of raypaths found for a
certain frequency (Figure 9) andM is the number of grid cells. The number of nonzero elements of the design
matrix is dependent on the number of raypaths previously selected. The model parameters are estimated
independently for each fi.
As we are interested in slowness perturbation with respect to a background model, we first remove the
velocity at each frequency by
Δd𝑓 = d𝑓 − G𝑓 .s0,𝑓 , (8)
where Δd are the traveltime estimated with respect to the reference velocity at frequency f (the reference
slowness s0,f ). The reference velocity we use in this formula is not the velocity derived from the dispersion
curve but the average velocity from the picked traveltimes.
4.1. Tikhonov Regularization
We regularize the ill-conditioned inversion problem by adding a new term to the least squares problem
(Tikhonov, 1963):
minx{||d − Gm||2 + 𝜇||m||2}, (9)
where 𝜇 ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter, also known as the damping factor. The accuracy of the inver-
sion procedure is directly affected by choice of the regularization parameter (Kusche & Klees, 2002). If 𝜇 is
too small the solution is contaminated by the noise as it overfits d, if 𝜇 is too large, the solution becomes very
smooth, and it is a poor approximation of m. To choose a reliable smoothing parameter for regularization,
we use the cross-validation methodology (Golub et al., 1979). A different smoothing parameter is selected
per frequency value as the raypaths per frequency are inverted independently.
4.2. Checkerboard Tests
We perform a checkerboard sensitivity test (Léveˇque et al., 1993) to check the ability of our inversion
methodology to solve the geometric details for the chosen grid size of 4 km. First, we create a regular 2-D
checkerboard of opposite polarities with perturbations over an 8-km grid and with velocity perturbations in
the same range as the data. Then we simulate the same number and combination of raypaths as used for the
tomographic inversion. We also add noise to the modeled surface wave arrivals to simulate realistic errors
during traveltime picking. Finally, we invert the simulated data applying Tikhonov regularization with the
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Figure 11. Checkerboard test results per frequency. Green triangles locate the stations and the black line the caldera, both at the surface.
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Figure 12. Tomographic results for different frequency values representing variations of velocity with respect to a reference velocity. Blue and red denote higher
and lower velocities, respectively. The black line indicates the caldera outline; the green inverted triangles are the locations of the seismic stations at the
surface.The green and black arrows indicate low-velocity and high-velocity features, respectively. The crosses locate the areas of lower velocities within the
caldera outline. White areas locate grid cells where the number of raypaths is not enough to estimate a constrained velocity variation.
previously estimated smoothing parameter (𝜇) per frequency. Figure 11 shows the simulated checkerboard
velocity model and tomographic results.
The simulated inversion can fully recover the principal geometry of the perturbed model, especially for fre-
quency values used in this study (between 0.16 and 0.38Hz), indicating a good number of simulated raypaths
and distribution of receivers. Because we impose a regularization (smoothing) parameter that decreases the
variability of the velocity values, quantitatively, the inversion result does not fully describe expected velocity
variations.
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Figure 13. Three-dimensional shear velocity model of the waves velocity variations with respect to an average 1-D velocity model at depth. Blue and red denote
high and low velocities, respectively. The filled black line represents the caldera outline at the surface; the green inverted triangles are the locations of the
seismic stations at the surface. Black dots represent high-frequency earthquakes, while red diamonds low-frequency earthquakes. The green and black arrows
indicate low-velocity and high-velocity features, respectively. (k) The average velocity profiles at depth from three sources. The average of all the grid cells per
depth, which is the reference average for which the anomalies are plotted (asterisks). A velocity model derived using all the dispersion curves and the adopted
parametrization (circles). And the 1-D S wave velocity profile from Lippitsch et al. (2005) over Torfajökull.
5. Results
5.1. SurfaceWave Tomography
Using Tikhonov regularization, we invert the picked traveltimes of the retrieved ballistic Rayleigh waves for
phase velocity variations at depth. Prior to the depth inversion, we first invert each frequency independently
over a 4- by 4-km grid, using grid cells crossed by at least six raypaths. We choose this resolution based on
a compromise between a desirable high spatial resolution and a threshold of at least five raypaths per grid
cell. Figure 12 shows the Rayleigh wave phase velocity variation maps for different frequencies.
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The inverted results show velocity variations that reach up to 15% from the average velocity for each fre-
quency. For display purposes, we plot the results on a scale of −10% to 10% to highlight anomalies above 5%
deviation from themean velocity. The velocity deviations vary remarkably smooth as a function of frequency
even though each frequency is inverted individually, indicating solid traveltime picks and stable inversion
results. In the current inversion implementation we did not take into account anisotropic variations nor ray
bending for phase velocity estimation; therefore the results could eventually be improved.
5.2. Three-Dimensional SWave Velocity
With the following procedure, we produce a 3-D shear-velocity model (Figure 13 displayed with variations
between −15% and 15%) from the phase velocity maps. Per grid cell, we build a dispersion curve using the
phase velocity estimated from the 2-D tomographic results at different frequencies (Shapiro et al., 2004). We
invert a total of∼50 dispersion curves individually using the neighborhood algorithm (NA) in aMonte Carlo
approach, described by Sambridge, (1999a, 1999b), later implemented and improved by Wathelet (2008).
The approach follows a stochastic searching method assuming the dispersion characteristics of surface
waves aremostly dependent on layer parametrization (depth, thickness, and densities) and bodywave veloc-
ities (Vp and Vs linked by Poisson ratio). The optimum model is the velocity-depth model for which the
forward modeled dispersion curve has a minimum misfit with the measured dispersion curve (Wathelet
et al., 2004).
As result of the smoothness in the forward computation of the dispersion curves, it is difficult to identify
sharp velocity jumps, for example, when stiff rocks are juxtaposedwith low-velocity zones (LVZ) at depth. To
tackle the identification of complex boundaries we tried to detect different layers by first parameterizing the
model in three layers without fixing depths. The boundary layer does not differ much between nearby grid
cells, but change between grid cells where the frequency dependent tomographic results (Figure 12) show
contrast between velocity variations. This confirms irregular boundary layers within the area of interest.
We parameterize our model in five fixed horizontal layers allowing the Vp and Vs velocities to change with
depth within these layers. We assign an ample interval for the Vp input velocities (∼4,000 m/s between the
lower and upper bounds) allowing a higher range of solutions and because the presence of stiff rocks can
influence Vs as reported by Wathelet (2008). We assume a fixed density of 2,600 kg/m3, a varying Poisson
ratio between 0.24 and 0.28, and estimate the S wave velocities from two independent runs with different
boundary layers. We run the model first for depths limits between 1.5 and 5.5 km and then for depth limits
between 2 and 6 km, both with 1-km vertical resolution. For each of the runs, the methodology we follow is
similar to that of Kao et al. (2013) andMordret et al. (2014). Per grid cell, from a total of ∼30,000 models, we
choose the depth model with a minimummisfit. In Figure 13 we show the variations of the S wave velocity
with reference to a 1-D velocity model (the mean of the estimated velocities per depth) for the two model
runs (a, c, e, g, and i are the result of the first run and b, d, f, h, and j of the second run). The reference
1-D velocity model (asterisks in Figure 13k) is the average of all the grid cell inverted models. To check the
quality of the reference velocity model, we compare two other 1-D S wave velocity models. The first is the
model with the minimum misfit using all the dispersion curves as targets with corresponding parameter
space and inverting for a single average dispersion curve (Figure 13k identified with circles). The second is
the 1-D velocitymodel obtained by Lippitsch et al. (2005) for the same areawith a different seismic campaign
(Figure 13k identified by the black line). The first shows no difference between the two parameter spaces,
meaning that themodel derivedwith theminimummisfit using all the dispersion curves as targets is exactly
the same for the two model runs. This model also has lower estimated velocities than the mean of all the
dispersion curves for all depths. The adopted reference velocity model (Figure 13k identified by asterisks)
shows a remarkable fit for most of the depths with the 1-D model of Lippitsch et al. (2005).
Figures 14a and 14b depict the standard deviation of the estimated velocity from the best 10%models at each
grid cell. The maximum velocity standard deviation detected is of 146 m/s at 2.5-km depth (Figure 14a) in
an isolated pixel in the periphery of the model. This corresponds to ∼5% from the mean velocity at the same
depth. Most of the standard deviation values are in the order of 20 m/s, approximately between ∼0.5% and
∼1% depending on the analyzed depths. The standard deviation from the best In the same figure we show
an example of a dispersion curve with the corresponding 30,000models, misfits and the final selectedmodel
with the minimum misfit. The dispersion curve that serves as example is the grid cell identified in (a) by a
red vertical line.
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Figure 14. (a and b) Standard deviation of the velocity estimated from the 10% models with lowest misfit for the depths
[1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 km] and [2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 km], respectively. (c and d) The input dispersion curve and depth
velocity of a grid cell (red line in a) with the corresponding 30,000 models and misfit. The black line in (c) and
(d) locates the model with minimum misfit.
6. Discussion
6.1. Quality Control
The quality of tomographic inversion depends on the three fundamental properties of the data and their
interdependence: the noise in the observations, the seismic network configuration and themodel resolution.
The way we deal with noisy observations is by rejecting them throughout the whole processing chain. We
select the microseismic frequency band with the highest SNR. After the cross correlation, we make sure we
have used high-amplitudemicroseisms noise to retrieve coherent causal or acausal surface waves. Using the
most reliable waveforms from the cross correlation, we perform the traveltime picking avoiding too long or
too short intrastation distances (equations (4) and (5)). We compute an average dispersions curve before
picking station pair dispersion curves. In an initial approach, we use MASW to deal with a suboptimal
seismic network configuration toward seismic tomography applications (our array is slightly skewed in the
NW-SE direction), as well as to address local noise sources, scattered waves and correct phase-ambiguity
estimation. In a second approach, we use MASW results to guide the time-domain picking. As we see a
degradation of the dispersion measurements related to the spacing of the array above and below certain
frequencies, we narrow the frequency band used from 0.1–0.4 to 0.14–0.38 Hz. After the traveltime picking,
we only select the velocity variations within 2𝜎 from the mean to avoid noisier observations and picks made
on an erroneous cycle. During the traveltime picking process, we estimate the surface wave phase velocity
term from the estimated pickings instead of assuming the derived 𝜋∕4 value (Snieder, 2004). In this way,
we have a measure to validate, using all the traveltimes per frequency, how the estimation reproduces the
expected 𝜋∕4 phase shift. We remove the frequency values for which this estimation is far from the expected
value, for example for the traveltimes measured at 0.14 Hz.
The resolution of tomographic results depends primarily on the wavelength of the signal (v∕fwhere v is the
velocity of the seismic wave). At higher frequencies, the modeled results extract more detail, while at lower
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frequencies, the results are smoother. The regularization during the inversion automatically deals with this
as we can see that the results for lower frequencies are more smeared. The other parameter on which the
resolution is dependent is the number of raypaths covering a particular area. We use a regular grid of 4 km,
and the ray coveragewasmore than sufficient to invert slowness for this resolution, as shown by the checker-
board test. The raypath count is much higher within the caldera outline indicating that the estimation is
more redundant. Due to the number of raypaths, the degradation of the dispersion measurements and the
performance of the checker-board for different depths, we decide to remove the edge frequencies (0.12, 0.14,
and 0.40 Hz) for the inversion to Swave velocities as we have less confidence in the inverted results for these
frequencies.
Becausewe are dealingwith ambient noise interferometry, another component canworsen the quality of the
traveltime estimation before inversion—the direction of the ambient noise with respect to the orientation of
a station pair combination. We addressed the surface wave directionality topic in section 2.4, where it does
not seem to be an issue for this data set.
6.2. Torfajökull's Magmatic System
We successfully identify velocity variations between approximately 1.5 and 6-km depth. We find two areas
with velocity anomalies between −10% and −15% located in the eastern and southwestern investigation
areas, outside the volcano caldera. These low-velocity anomalies are consistently present at depth in both
frequency and depth domains (green arrows in Figures 12 and 13). In the eastern case, the velocity anoma-
lies below −10% seem to be part of a larger hot body extending in the SE and SW direction. Even with a
more demanding selection of the number raypaths at each grid cells (minimum of 10 raypaths per grid cell)
at the edges of the horizontal layers, these low-velocity anomalies persist. Up to 4.5-km depth we identify
velocity variations below −10% in the NW quadrant outside the volcano caldera. The detected below −10%
anomalies may indicate the existence of warmer material for all the explored depths.
Beneath the volcano caldera we detect small areas with low-velocity anomaly reaching ∼ −6% variation at
most of the frequencies (markedwith crosses in Figure 12). Some of these features becomemore pronounced
after the conversion from frequency to depth (Figure 13 marked with crosses). This occurs because some
of the grid cells with the lowest velocities at the edges of the model are dropped out from the frequency to
depth conversion because of information lacking at some frequencies. Even though the anomalies inside the
caldera are less prominent than outside, the model is constrained by a higher number of raypaths. At shal-
lower depths (up to ∼3-km depth), velocity variations down to ∼ −10% over small areas, may also indicate
hot material, or possibly even the presence of small amounts of magma. These lower variations may be the
origin of the high-temperature geothermal field at the surface (Bjarnason&Ólafsson, 2000) as the location of
both correlateswell. From3.5 km tohigher depths,we detect a low-velocity anomaly reaching between−10%
and −15% variation beneath the volcano caldera (Figures 13e–13j) extending spatially in a NW-SE fashion.
In the same figure we also plot the low and high frequency earthquakes. The events are displayed within 500
m above and below each inverted depth with reference to sea level. The low-frequency earthquakes, located
beneath the caldera in the southeastern quadrant, are interpreted to be related with the existence of viscous
magma linked to a cryptodome formation (Soosalu et al., 2006). The low-frequency events occur near the
zones of low S wave velocity anomalies (Figures 13 and 15d2) supporting the hypothesis of Soosalu et al.
(2006). The high-frequency earthquakes, interpreted as brittle failure of the volcanic edifice, are located in
areas where we see high or average velocity anomalies. These earthquakes possibly related to fracturing due
to thermal cracking (Soosalu & Einarsson, 1997) or crystallization processes (Scheiber-Enslin et al., 2011),
are therefore expected to be around average to high S wave velocity anomalies. The cross sections of the S
wave velocity field depicted in Figures 15a2–15d2 provide additional insight on the spatial distribution of
the discussed anomalies. Vertical cross sections crossing the south area beneath the caldera show lower S
wave velocities than elsewhere within the caldera outline (e.g., cross sections a2 and d2 crossing the south
part beneath the caldera as opposed to b2 and c2 crossing the northern area).
High-velocity anomalies with a ring like structure, and following the shape and location of the caldera out-
line, contour the low-velocity anomaly (Figure 13 NE quadrant between 4- and 5-km depth). The strong
high-velocity anomalies following the north and northeast quadrant, correlate well with lavas erupted at the
surface (black arrows in Figure 12 and 13). We interpret these as solidified eruption-feeding dikes, possibly
corresponding to the Brandsgil (115,000 to 130,000 years before present) and Jokulgil (65,000 to 115,000)
series of erupted rhyolites (Ivarsson, 1992; Figure 15e). A feature catching the eye in the corresponding cross
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Figure 15. (a to d) Vertical cross sections of S wave velocities with corresponding locations (a1 to d1) and directions (a2 to d2). The black circle locates the
volcano caldera which is projected to depth by the vertical black lines from a1 to d1. (e) Conceptual model of Torfajökull's volcano. The circle at 0-km depth is a
conceptual representation of the volcano caldera with the remaining features identified in the legend figure (vertical exaggeration of approximately 4 times).
sections (Figure 15) is the abrupt change in velocity at the location of the caldera outline (vertical lines from
a2 to d2) possible due to the caldera collapse structure. Approaching the caldera outline from the outside to
inside, we observe an increase of the S wave velocity until it reaches the caldera outline location and then
an immediate decrease. The change of speed occurs with a S wave velocity peak in the neighborhood of the
caldera outline. This is the case for most of the cross sections we observe except for the cross section c2. This
exception may be because of different reasons. In the NE part of the caldera we observe higher velocities
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interpreted as old dike intrusions, therefore the high velocity anomalies might be overlapping the described
caldera feature. In the west area the caldera, the described caldera feature might not be identified because
at this area the caldera does not have surface manifestation. Note, that the vertical lines are projected verti-
cally at depth. Therefore the (probably existing) dipping angle of the caldera fracturing at depth is not well
represented here.
The overall Swave velocity field (Figures 15a–15d), reveals anisotropy, which is typical for volcanic environ-
ments and can be accentuated by themagmamixing style of Torfajökull's eruptions (Blake, 1984; McGarvie,
1984). We propose a conceptual model of Torfajökull's magmatic system based on the tomographic results
of this manuscript (Figure 15e). The area where high-temperature geothermal activity is concentrated
(> 140◦C; Bjarnason & Ólafsson, 2000) is mostly located at the southeastern site within the volcano caldera
and correlates well with dip in Swave velocities in the cross section d1-d2 of the same figure. At this stage we
interpret Torfajokull's plumbing system up to 6-km depth as being composed of possible molten or partial
molten cavities and channels (orange features in Figure 15e) relatively small when compared with Torfa-
jokull's caldera size. We display the location the most prominent high-velocity anomaly in the northeastern
site (blue ellipse) beneath the volcano caldera, interpreted to be the dike intrusion in origin of the Brandsgil
and Jokulgil rhyolite eruptions.
These results indicate that if there is an established magma chamber within Torfajökull's caldera, it is likely
to be deeper than analyzed depths. However, the shallowest part of it may also start at 4- to 5-km depth as
indicated by the detected low-velocity anomalies. In case the low-velocity areas (velocity variations lower
than −10%) are related to the presence of molten or partially molten rock at the estimated depths, three
areas may be prone of eruption once the system is pressurized: the eastern and southwestern sites outside
the caldera outskirts and the southeast area beneath the volcano caldera.
7. Conclusions
We applied surface wave tomography to Rayleigh waves estimated with ambient noise SI, to image Torfa-
jökull's subsurface. We applied this methodology using only 100 days of ambient noise data but with an
approach that relies on a strong quality selection of interstation traveltimes and reliable phase velocity esti-
mation from retrieved surface waves. We removed frequencies for which the best fitting phase term of the
virtual source does not come close to a physical source term. We successfully detect velocity variations
between approximately 1.5- and 6-km depth, with a horizontal resolution of 4 km.
Northeast along the caldera outline, we identify high-velocity structures that might correspond to cold (rhy-
olitic) dikes. Outside the caldera, to the southwest and east, there are low-velocity anomalies that may
indicate the presence of warm bodies. Even though we detect low-velocity anomalies inside the caldera
deeper than 4-km depth, the low anomalies outside the volcano caldera are more prominent. As none of the
identified features resembles a hot, established magma chamber beneath the caldera, we suggest that if a
crustal magma chamber does exist beneath Torfajökull's caldera, it must be located below 6-km depth. The
shallowest part of it may, however, start from 3.5-km depth onward as suggested by the detected low-velocity
anomalies inside the volcano caldera. Our results suggest new opportunities for the application of ambient
noise SI even to short acquisition time campaigns, especially in ocean-noise-prone areas like Iceland.
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